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What’s the State 
Roll Call All 
About? 

 

•Learn how other states respond to similar challenges and 
opportunities 

•Find out what’s on the horizon for states 

•Identify best practices or new options for consideration 

•Share ideas and experiences 

•Build network of peers and community of practice 

 

NASSGAP tradition to 
annually solicit input from 
member states on key areas 
of shared state interest, for 
presentation and discussion 
at the fall conference. 



2015 State Roll Call Questions 
   

 FAFSA Changes: 
◦ What impact, if any, will the proposed change to 

the FAFSA have for your state, relative to 
providing states with the list of the student’s 
school choices in a random or alpha order, 
rather than in the order listed by the student?   

◦ What changes, if any, does your state anticipate 
making as a result of a FAFSA change to use 
prior, prior year tax data for FAFSA completion?   

◦ If your state participated in the FAFSA 
completion initiative, what challenges and 
successes did you experience?    

  

  

 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 What are your state’s primary state higher 
education priorities, opportunities or constraints in 
general for upcoming year?  Examples may include 
state legislation pending or expected, state budget 
matters, or priorities or specific areas of interest to 
your state relative to reauthorization of the HEA or 
other federal legislation pending. 

  



Many thanks to 
the 28 states that 
responded to the 
roll call questions! 

 Alaska 

 Arizona 

 Connecticut 

 District of Colombia 

 Florida 

 Idaho 

 Iowa 

 Kansas 

 Louisiana 

 Maine 

 Michigan 

 Mississippi 

 Missouri 

 Minnesota 

 Nebraska 

 North Dakota 

 New Jersey 

 Nevada 

 Oklahoma 

 Oregon 

 Pennsylvania 

 Rhode Island 

 South Carolina 

 Texas 

 Vermont  

 Virginia 

 Washington 

 West Virginia 



Alaska (Stephanie) 

  FAFSA Changes: 
◦ No significant impact because we simply require that the student list at least one Alaska school in order to get on the roster for grant 

eligibility.  We push out certification requests to all Alaska schools indicated on the FAFSA.  A student can go to our Web site and change or add 
schools. 

◦ None at this time, although this will be a topic for discussion at our annual multi-organization strategic planning meeting (for state organizations 
in Alaska involved in higher education) 

◦ State permission to participate not granted 
  State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 Budget is significant constraint 

◦ Cuts to University 
◦ Cuts for the first time ever to ACPE’s receipt authority 
◦ Potential cuts to financial aid programs such as state grant and Alaska Performance Scholarship 

 New president at University of Alaska promises invigoration 
 Alaska SLDS grant offered opportunity to transform program success measurement to long-term outcomes rather than inputs and short-

term completions 
 Opportunity is increasingly strong partnerships among multiple agencies involved in higher education (State Department of Education, 

ACPE, State Department of Labor, University) 
 Privacy and Common Core concerns statewide manifesting as concerns about outcomes reporting and program participation, and 

diverting attention from programs and priorities 
 ACPE funded by Alaska Student Loan Corporation and thus interested in exemption for low-cost state lenders from federal preferred 

lender laws 
   

  



Arizona (Deena) 

 FAFSA Changes: 
 a)     None. 
 b)     None for the appropriations or basic eligibility criteria for state grant programs.  We expect to see changes to deadlines from the 

universities.  We will work in partnership with our universities and community colleges to  adjust the timing and administration of our 
College Application Campaign and College Goal FAFSA programs. 

 c)      Challenges – 1) It was hard to actively engage all of the high schools in our small pilot.  The district office signed up several high 
schools whose counseling staff didn’t feel like they had the time or staff resources to participate.  Some schools only submitted one list of 
students to find out if they had any matching seniors with completed FAFSA’s and then didn’t re-submit their list to get updated 
data.  2)  High Schools in our urban areas experienced a large number of zip code and name mis-matches between the high school’s 
records and the FAFSA database.  The urban area population of students move often and the zip code on the FAFSA often does not match 
high school records.  In addition, name mis-matches are common due to nicknames and hyphenated last names used on the FAFSA that 
do not match high school records. 

 Successes – 1) The actively engaged high schools in the pilot used the FAFSA completion data to focus on the students who needed 
additional attention and customize their strategies for working with their students (DACA students, refugee/asylum students, students 
missing parent signatures, students selected for verification, etc.).  These schools accessed updated FAFSA completion data as often as 
once a week for their senior class to verify the progress each of their students were making towards FAFSA completion.  These targeted 
and diligent efforts by high school counselors and staff increased the participating high schools’ FAFSA completion rates by 7 to 14 
percentage points over their prior year rates. 

         2) We were able to work closely with pilot high schools to develop a quick and easy way to identify and correct name and zip code 
mismatches for next year’s process. 

   



Arizona (Deena) 

 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 Priorities:  
 1.       Since the election of our new governor, the AZ Legislature and Governor’s Office have been focused on K-12 issues.  For background, 

there was a voter approved initiative that required AZ to increase K-12 funding annually, however the legislature ignored and has not 
fulfilled the initiative in several years.  This resulted in a lawsuit in which the AZ Supreme Court ruled, in 2013, $336M in state funding is 
owed to K-12 per the voter approved inflation funding initiative.  The judge urged the parties to engage in mediation to reach a 
settlement.  Therefore not much attention has been paid to postsecondary education. 

 2.       The ACPE convened a Student Financial Aid Taskforce over the summer with state leaders from higher education, legislative policy, 
and the business community to discuss how to best move higher education forward via student financial aid in the state of Arizona.  The 
Taskforce has created a policy framework for student financial aid that will be presented at Developing Arizona’s Human Capital 
Conference to get further input from a wide range of education, political and business leaders.  The final financial aid policy framework 
will be presented to the ACPE Commissioners, and once approved, Commissioners will be encouraged to forward the policy framework 
and use it as a tool to encourage discussion around financial aid matters throughout the state. 

 3.       State leadership is trying to determine if it will join other states in identifying a higher education attainment goal.  A policy paper 
sponsored by Lumina has been developed examining what Arizona can learn from states with formal higher education attainment 
goals.  This will be discussed at Developing Arizona’s Human Capital Conference.  

 Opportunities: In 2004, within Arizona’s K-12 system, students of minority backgrounds became a majority of the student population.  In 
2012, the Latino population became the largest racial ethnic group in the K-12 system.  A focus on Native American and Latino groups 
provides an opportunity for the state to eliminate the achievement gap by better serving these populations. 

 Constraints: In 2015, Arizona’s three public universities received $99M less in state funding, on top prior year funding cuts, resulting in 
almost $342M of reduced state aid to universities since 2008.  State funding for the community college districts was also reduced by 
$19M, with the two largest districts (Maricopa and Pima) receiving $0 in state funding this year and into the future. 



Connecticut (Mark) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      This potential change will be very difficult for us to accommodate.  Currently, we look at an eligible student’s list of 
potential schools and if they have included a CT institution in the first or second position we offer them a 
scholarship.  This process has served us very well for several decades and is what we base our budgeting model 
on.  Scrambling the order will necessitate a major change, requiring us to offer a scholarship to any student who listed a 
CT institution.  The chance for over awarding the budgeted allotment  is of great concern. 

 b)      We do not anticipate any major change as we use the federal EFC to determine eligibility for our aid programs.  The 
one area of concern is the fact that our schools are under the impression that having the FAFSA moved to October 1 will 
allow them to get financial aid award notices out to students much earlier.  Institutions have already indicated that they 
expect to receive their allocation notices much earlier so they can include the state aid in the student award notices. 

 c)      We do not currently participate in the FAFSA completion initiative.  

  State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 CT is beginning to look at a state-wide financial aid policy which will tie into the goals of the recently adopted higher 
education strategic plan.  Also, we are still in dire straits regarding our state budget.  We have just ended the prior fiscal 
year with an $112 million dollar deficit.  So, we are anticipating a mid-year rescission to the Governor’s Scholarship 
Program and cuts for next year. 

  



District of Columbia (Kenneth) 

 FAFSA Changes- 

 Unlike most states, our primary document, is the state tax return as opposed to the federal 
income tax return. The FAFSA changes will not have any impact on other our processing or on an 
individual student’s eligibility.  Our numbers on the FAFSA Completion Initiative were less than 
we hoped for but we plan a far larger push next year.   

  Higher Education Agenda- 

 Also unlike most other states, our primary assistance program is part of the National Budget as it 
is both Congressionally funded and legislated. So the failure for both the Congress and the 
Executive Branch to determine a budget will have major ramifications for our program (DCTAG), 
which is not funded on a state level.  We also are hopeful that the program will be funded based 
on the President’s level as opposed to the House’s level which is far lower. We also hope that the 
President’s income cut-off figure will not be enacted into law.    

  



Florida (Brian) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a) Florida does not use the school choice information from the FAFSA when making awards to 
students.  No impact is expected. 

  b)  Florida does not expect to make any changes as a result of the FAFSA using prior, prior year 
tax data.   

  c)   During the 2014-15 school year, Florida opened participation to four school districts on a 
“pilot” basis.  Florida plans to open participation to other districts prior to the FAFSA 
submissions January 2016.  Florida has taken the approach of using student transcripts as the 
basis for the pool of students.  As a result of many districts in the state moving away from 
reporting SSNs, Florida will need to develop a more sophisticated matching criteria so that 
student records can be matched to the ISIR file.   

  



Idaho (Joy) 

 )      FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      No impact since we look for an Idaho school in any of the schools listed.  

 b)      We haven’t discussed that yet. I don’t anticipate any changes.  

 c)       We’ve increased our FAFSA applications from 2013 to 2014. This year, we expect even more 
participation. We still have a lot of work to do in terms of proving to students that college is worth it.  

   

 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 We’re hoping to increase our scholarship budget by four million dollars but it’s not guaranteed. We’ve 
doubled our applicant numbers but now have the problem of very little money for so many people. 
With an increased budget I’d like to propose more scholarship programs besides the one we have 
now.  

   

  



Iowa (Julie) 

 FAFSA Changes: 
  a)     Iowa uses the list of schools from the FAFSA to make projections about awarding under Iowa programs.  The order of the list is not 

important to this projection process.  Currently, the first-choice school is used when loading awards into our grants management system 
and loss of that first-choice information causes concern about how the information about recipients will be presented to each college and 
university.  Generally, we provide colleges and universities with initial awards only for those students who list the college or university as 
their first-choice school.  However, beginning with the 2017-18 year, the grants management system will load initial awards for eligible 
students on any eligible college/university roster, regardless of the order on the FAFSA. 

   
 b)      No change is anticipated for Iowa at this point.  Changes may be necessary when we can evaluate the final numbers of FAFSAs 

completed by students in the current program eligibility pools. 
   
 c)      Iowa partnered began participating in March, 2014 and kicked off the Iowa FAFSA Completion Initiative in April, 2014 with a pilot 

group of 5 school districts. An additional 15 school districts began participating this spring. Initially, when working with school districts on 
the data sharing agreement, their legal departments often wanted to revise the agreements, causing delays in getting schools set up.  

   
 Iowa has an online system where FAFSA Completion Initiative participants can login to upload their senior class rosters/student files and 

then immediately download the FAFSA completion file.  
 Unfortunately, the launch the system happened later into the year than anticipated. This, in turn, pushed back our communications with 

districts and high schools and we saw lower than expected use of the system by districts and high schools.  
   
 Some schools would like to look at FAFSA completion records of students from past cohorts for research purposes, but the agreement 

with the Department of Education does not allow us to share prior information. 
   
   

  



Iowa (2) 

 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

  Iowa is not planning any major initiatives for the upcoming Legislative Session.  Budget 
restraints continue to be a topic of conversation at the Capitol and, of course, there is much 
disagreement between Republicans and Democrats about the amount of money available for 
appropriations.  However, we will continue to educate Legislators about the fact that the state 
does not adequately fund the administration of the state programs administered by the Iowa 
College Student Aid Commission and that resources, without state assistance, may not be 
available in the future to provide the quantity and quality of services we currently provide to 
students and families and college and university personnel. 

   

   

  



Kansas (Diane) 

   FAFSA Changes: 
 a)        This proposed change should not have an impact on our state.  The order of the states does not matter as long as there is a state 

school listed. 

  b)       We are currently discussing whether we will need to move our deadline up.  I would expect that we might receive some pressure 
from the schools, as well as students and parents, to be able to provide financial aid awards earlier as schools make awards earlier.  Like 
many states, we don’t have a state budget and know what our funding appropriations are until mid-May, or even later.  Also, one of our 
programs requires the completion of a specific high school curriculum, a 7th semester grade point average, and an option for 
consideration using a late ACT (December).  The ACT would be easy to move up, and we could obtain 7th semester grades in January but 
we’re concerned about students dropping courses in the curriculum early in the spring semester and not completing the curriculum after 
their school has informed us that they have.  So we would need to track this very closely. 

  c)        We just started our FAFSA completion initiative during the spring of 2015.  We decided to start with one large metropolitan low-
income school district.  One of our biggest challenges was completing our participation agreement with the school district.  It took nearly 
a year to have this completed.  I’m not certain why this took so long other than it appears as if it had to go through several channels of 
approval in the school district before it was finalized.  Another challenge was that the school district’s computer system went down and 
our project became low priority for a while until they were able to get everything back on track again.  I’m not sure that we can say we’ve 
been successful with this first year effort in terms of increasing the number of filers, but I think we’ve been successful in having an idea of 
how to go about the process better as we add additional school districts to this project. 

  
  State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 Our state’s biggest challenge right now is revenue.  During the 2012 and 2013 legislative sessions 281,000 small business owners and 

53,000 farmers were exempt from income taxes through the Governor’s urging in an effort to boost the economy.   Unfortunately, tax 
revenue took a nose dive to the point that sales taxes were raised during the 2015 session to prevent a complete disaster.  The state 
agencies have had their budgets cut every session for the last few years to the point where there aren’t many other areas that can be 
cut.   We are just hoping to hold on, in our state aid programs, to flat funding.  We are not requesting any additional funding or additional 
programs be added, as has been the case now for the last several years. 



Louisiana (Robyn) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      No impact. 

 b)      None. 

 c)     Louisiana has a large number of private and parochial schools that are independently managed, 
and agreements for participation were required from each of these entities.  A number of the 
private/parochial and public schools requested completion data, but never returned a signed 
agreement, and we have had a number of schools request data in the past two months.  We have 
received agreements from almost half of the public school districts in the state, and we hope to 
receive agreements from the rest before FAFSA season begins in January.  

   

 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 Louisiana’s priority for the upcoming year is determining how best to meet the growing workforce 
and other needs of the state with declining financial support from the state.     

  



Maine (Jennifer) 

 
  FAFSA Changes: 
  
 a)      This does not impact Maine state grant because we award to all eligible institutions.  We do not award based on first school on the list.  As long as we 

continue to receive the full list of schools, we are not impacted. 
   
 b)      We do not anticipate an impact of a FAFSA change to use prior, prior year tax data.  We award based on residency, EFC, and filing date.  We know that 

the change in processing date from January 1 to October 1 will impact us, but we just aren’t sure how. Our deadline has been May 1 since grant inception, so 
we have concerns about changing the date.  We wonder if the Maine institutions will change their admissions and/or financial aid filing deadlines.    

 The processing date change definitely impacts our outreach.  Currently we attempt to provide a Financial Aid Night presentation at every high school in 
Maine, typically these occur from mid-October to mid-December.  Currently, we provide a FAFSA Completion Lab at nearly all Technical High Schools in Maine 
and some traditional high schools.  Typically these occur mid-January to mid-February.  We anticipate our Financial Aid nights moving to the spring and 
FAFSA Completion Labs moving to October.  We anticipate an impact to our projection model.  Historically we’ve been able to notify schools in February of 
the EFC cut-off that they can use when packaging students.  In addition, our state appropriations occur on a biennial basis.  Our next biennium is 07/01/2017 
– 06/30/2019.  We run our program on projections so with unknown appropriations; we may end up estimating very conservatively.   

   
 c)     We have participated in FAFSA Completion events since 2005.  For the 2015-2016 FAFSA, our high school senior filing rate was 63% by May 1, 2015.  For 

the past 2 FAFSA seasons, the Maine Department of Education has provided us with a list of Maine high school seniors which has allowed us to calculate high 
school specific as well as a statewide FAFSA completion percentage.  There has also been a limited exchange of information with a number of high schools. 
We belong to the FAFSA Collective Impact Initiative and participate in Initiative’s Peer Learning Community.  Our goal is to provide high schools with online 
access to their data so they can download their own list of students that have filed the FAFSA, have not filed the FAFSA, and have no calculated EFC.  We have 
been moving forward with preparation of the legal documents that will need to be signed by each high school in order to participate and hope to move 
forward with system requirements.   

   
 Our challenges are a lack of human resources (legal and IT) and potentially a lack of Maine DOE data going forward.  We are experiencing a resistance to the 

Maine DOE sharing data with us. 



Maine (2) 

 
   
  State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
   
 During the most recent legislative session, FAME was appropriated an extra $5 million for our state grant program.  
We were able to increase the full-time grant award from $1,000 to $1,500 for the first time since 1992.  We hope to 
pursue appropriations so we can eventually increase the grant to $2,500. 

   
 FAME was asked by the Governor to merge with MELA, Maine Educational Loan Authority.  As of October 1, MELA no 
longer exists and has become part of FAME.  MELA offered two private education loan products funded by tax exempt 
bonds.  We are in the process of transitioning this product into our Maine College funding products.   

   
 The Finance Authority of Maine (FAME) received Technical Assistance Grant from the New Board of Higher Education 
in June 2015. Funding of $ 17,900 will be used to complete an analysis of access and completion trends for major our 
need-based grant program, the Maine State Grant Program. These funds may also be used in conducting Voice of the 
Customer interviews and /or focus groups of Maine State Grant applicants. FAME is using a consultant to assist us with 
this project. The report is due December 15, 2015. FAME had received an earlier grant to begin the data retrieval 
process to analyze the completion rate of State Grant recipients. 

  



Michigan (Carla) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      The new system we recently implemented would need to go through a complete overhaul.  The system was designed to award at the 
first college listed on the FAFSA and for Michigan that’s the most accurate information from students.  Students are awarded state 
scholarships based on the 1st college choice and we’ve been drilling that into students, parents and high schools for years.  If they move 
this to an alpha order our students will be incorrectly awarded or not awarded at all due to the need at one college verses another. 

 b)      This won’t have any impact on our new system but could result in a student receiving an award or vice versa if the parent tax data 
had a major change from one year to another.  Currently we wouldn’t know what impact it’s going to have on Michigan students. 

 c)       In Michigan we do this process manually, meaning high schools send us their listing of current seniors and we look them up one by 
one.  The challenge has been having enough staff time to process these in a timely manner.  Good news, our new system will have a high 
school portal in early 2016 allowing high schools to look up their own students whenever they want.  

   

 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 Unfortunately the State of Michigan doesn’t have a Higher Education authority, oh how we wish we did.  Our legislature determines what 
programs they’ll fund and the appropriations of each without any input from our bureau. 

  



Minnesota (Ginny) 

   
 1)      FAFSA Changes: 
 a)      This will have minimal impact in MN, since our State Grant program is administered on a decentralized basis, with each campus 

doing its own awarding.  So, as long as the college is coded somewhere on the ISIR, the college will be able to award a State Grant to the 
student. 

  
 b)      We hope to support the federal efforts by using prior-prior year income and having colleges award students earlier in the year.  We 

have challenges with our financial aid programs, in that we always have to wait until the end of the legislative session to know the final 
award formula.  Some of the components in our State Grant award formula are based on the tuition and fees charged by public 
institutions in our state, so that further delays awarding, since those boards don’t typically set tuition and fees until June or July preceding 
the academic year.  We are starting discussions to see if there are ways we can change our state processes to support  the federal system. 

   
 c)       We were supposed to implement this for the 2015-2016 school year, but the FAFSA completion software we received from Colorado 

didn’t function on our system.  We hope to have issues resolved and implement for the 2016-2017 school year. 
   
 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 The biggest challenge will be changes needed to award State Grants earlier in the year to accommodate the federal changes to PPY.  There 

is a big emphasis on retention and completion, so efforts are underway to increase graduation rates. 
   

  



Mississippi (Jennifer) 

 FAFSA Changes: 
 a)      FAFSA order masking will not have any direct impact on the grant agency in Mississippi.  We use a separate application, so we obtain 

the school choice information from the state application.   
 b)      No state legislative changes will be necessary to implement prior-prior.  The MS Postsecondary Education Financial Assistance Board 

will need to make some changes to the general administration rules and regulations, but the Board meets quarterly, so the changes will 
be straightforward.  We are pleased about this step towards simplification, but we are concerned about the timeline change making the 
FAFSA available on October 1.  Our state application is also available January 1, so we must now consider whether to make the state 
application available early alongside the FAFSA.  Mississippi also participates in the API, so we must consider the ramifications if we 
decide to wait to open our state application as usual on January 1.  

 c)      Mississippi does participate in the FAFSA completion initiative.  We have been receiving student record level data from high school 
counselors for years due to the eligibility requirements of our primary undergraduate grant programs.  Therefore, we only needed to 
make some minor updates to our online data share portal in order to push data back out to high school counselors.  We spent the last 
year upgrading our portal and updating Participation Agreements with the public school districts and private schools in the state.  Of 154 
school districts, 146 districts (95%) have now signed Participation Agreements.  As for the privates, we have Participation Agreements 
from 67 of about 105 (63%).  We have collected baseline data, but 2016-17 will be our first year to collect participation-related data to 
determine if our efforts are having an impact.  

  
 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 Student financial aid is certainly a topic of interest.  Mississippi’s only need-based grant program, which also has merit components, has 

grown tremendously in the last five years due in part to intense marketing and education by the state aid office and also due to legislative 
changes that streamlined the application and documentation process.  Because of the growth of HELP (Higher Education Legislative 
Program for Needy Students), student financial aid faces a $5.5 million deficit for the 2015-16 aid year, and is requesting an additional $14 
million for the 2016-17 aid year.  Escalating costs have made legislators take interest.  The state is looking at whether or not our current 
investment in state aid is resulting in desired results for the state.  We have requested Technical Assistance from ECS to examine our state 
aid programs through the lens of ECS’s four principals of effective state aid programs, and we will spend the next year examining the issue 
internally as well.  We plan to submit recommended legislative changes to state lawmakers by fall 2016 for adoption during the 2017 
Legislative Session.  The entire higher education community, along with staff from all other state agencies, are concerned about Initiative 
42, a ballot initiative that will require full-funding of the K-12 formula if passed.  Full funding of K-12 will result in 8% cuts to all other state 
agencies.  If the initiative passes, not only will financial aid not receive a deficit appropriation, but we will be cut further and therefore 
forced to pro-rate undergraduate grants by 23% for about 30,000 students. Supporters of Initiative 42 believe public education should be 
fully funded based on an existing formula, while those opposed to Initiative 42 believe the formula is flawed and will not direct more 
money into classrooms in high poverty areas where it is needed most.   

   

  



Missouri (Leroy) 

 1)      FAFSA Changes: 

 a)    BASED ON A RECENT CALL WITH USDE, IT APPEARS STATE GRANT AGENCIES WILL CONTINUE TO RECEIVE ALL INSTITUTIONS LISTED ON 
THE FAFSA IN THE ORDER IN WHICH THEY WERE SUBMITTED.  IF THAT ENDS UP NOT BEING THE CASE, THE CHANGE WOULD ONLY HAVE A 
MINIMAL IMPACT.  WE DO NOT USE THE INSTITUTIONAL ORDER FOR ACTUAL AWARDS.  WE HAVE, HOWEVER, USED THAT INFORMATION 
FOR PROJECTING TOTAL PROGRAM COSTS.  BECAUSE WE HAVE OTHER MODELS FOR THAT PURPOSE, THE LOSS OF THE INSTITUTONAL 
ORDER WOULD NOT BE A MAJOR ISSUE. 

 b)     WE WOULD ANTICIPATE NO CHANGES TO OUR PROCESS AS A RESULT OF PRIOR-PRIOR YEAR.  WE ARE CONSIDERING WHETHER 
CHANGES ARE NECESSARY AS A RESULT OF THE DECISION BY USDE TO OPEN FAFSA FILING IN OCTOBER RATHER THAN JANUARY. 

 c)      WE HAD PLANNED TO HAVE OUR SITE UP AND RUNNING FOR THE CURRENT ACADEMIC YEAR BUT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
ISSUES MADE THAT IMPOSSIBLE.  WE WILL HAVE AN AUTOMATED, ONLINE PROCESS FOR PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS BEGINNING IN 
JANUARY. 

  2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 THE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHER EDUCATION HAS SPENT THE LAST YEAR TRAVELING AROUND THE STATE TO GATHER INFORMATION FOR A 
NEW STRATEGIC PLAN FOR MISSOURI HIGHER EDUCATION.  THE PLAN WILL LIKELY DEAL WITH THE ISSUES SURROUNDING ACCESS AND 
COMPLETION, THE IMPACTS OF NEW AND DEVELOPING ACADEMIC PROGAM STRUCTURES, AND THE NEED FOR BETTER COLLABORATION 
BETWEEN BUSINESS AND HIGHER EDUCATION.  I ALSO EXPECT A PUSH TO REDESIGN OUR STATE AID PROGRAMS TO BE BETTER 
COORDINATED AND MORE FOCUSED ON STATE GOALS FOR COMPLETION RATHER THAN JUST PROVIDING ACCESS TO HIGHER 
EDUCATION.  THERE IS ALSO A MAJOR INITIATIVE INVOLVING SOME CANDIDATES FOR STATEWIDE OFFICE TO ESTABLISH A NEW STUDENT 
AID PROGRAM, FUNDED THROUGH AN INCREASE IN THE STATE TOBACCO TAX.  THE INITIATIVE HAS INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT BUT IT IS 
UNCLEAR HOW POLITICAL LEADERSHIP WILL RESPOND. 

  



Nevada (Renee) 

 1)      FAFSA Changes: 
 a)     Nevada's Silver State Opportunity Grant (new this year) is a decentralized program and awarded directly by 
eligible institutions based on state-wide polices and procedures.  Therefore, the change to the school choice list 
does not impact our program.  Our other statewide program, the Millennium Scholarship, is strictly merit-based 
and does not require completion of the FAFSA. 

 b)      It is expected the awarding timeline will move earlier in the year as the SSOG award is made after the 
institutions have packaged federal aid.   However, this is dependent on the timing of funding as the program is 
currently funded through Spring 2017.  We may not know about funding for 2017-18 until after June 1, 2017. 

 c)      We did not participate. 
   
   
 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
  
 The Nevada legislature convenes biennially, with the next session set to begin in January 2017.  The Nevada 
System of Higher Education Board of Regents has not yet set its budget and enhancement priorities for 2017 
Session; however, an emerging priority is to secure continued/enhanced funding of our new need-based Silver 
State Opportunity Grant (during 2015 session the program was approved for $5 million over two fiscal years).  In 
addition, the Board is beginning to explore the possibility of a free tuition program for Nevada's public two-year 
institutions in the context of limited state resources. 

   
  



New Jersey (Jason) 

 FAFSA Changes: 
       a)  NJ estimates State aid eligibility using the 1st school choice listed on the FAFSA. Randomizing school 
choices will force students to log onto their student portals to confirm their #1 school choice. It has been a long-
standing practice to use the 1st school choice listed on the FAFSA to estimate NJ State aid eligibility. Changing this 
long-standing practice will create confusion and delay the awarding State aid process. 

       b)  Earlier system set-up will be required for NJ by at least 3 months earlier. 
 Final EDE Technical References must be provided at least by Late June, drafts should be available in April. 
       c)  HESAA outreach has always worked very closely with high school senior administrative staff and counseling 
staff to ensure all students interested in attending college have the professionals on the ground to help prepare 

 FAFSA's each and every year.   The high schools also receive the resources 
 at the state level to get instant assistance for complicated FAFSA situations, as well as HESAA's ability to deliver 
the information and resources to incoming freshman and returning students to minimize the likelihood that 
students do not complete the FAFSA within college, state and federal deadlines. 

   
 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 No answer available. 

   

  



Nebraska (Ritchie) 

   

 1)      FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      None.  We are decentralized so won’t affect the state agency. 

 b)      Will probably need to determine tentative allocations much sooner if colleges decide to package 
earlier.  Currently, we determine tentative allocations in April.  If colleges decide to start packaging in Nov/Dec 
they won’t be able to wait that long for amounts. 

 c)      Just started the process a few months ago, so no major experiences yet. 

   

 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 Nothing major for higher education has currently been proposed.  Corrections, Medicaid and K-12 continue to put 
pressure on our state budget; there is also a large outcry, especially from our rural areas, to cut property taxes, 
which K-12 districts primarily rely on for funding.   

   

  



North Dakota (Brenda) 

   
 1)      FAFSA Changes: 
 a)  None.  
 b)  The two largest institutions have already requested earlier processing of awards.  Our current priority date is 4/15,however, this will 

need to be either moved up or eliminated altogether.  The transition year will be the most difficult as we determine what issues 
arise.  The biggest difficulty will be in Legislative session years since our budget is usually determined on the 12th hour of the last day of 
session.  We are hoping to learn from other states and pick up some good ideas.  

 c)   No, however, this is on the wish-list.  The high school counselors are very interested.  At this point we do not have contracts in place, 
however.   

   
 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 -          Budgetary constraints, especially at the system office level.  Cost controls in legislation 2.5% maximum increase for the 15-17 bien.  
 -          New Chancellor presents opportunity to look at programs and procedures and to  have a fresh perspective.  
 -          Legislative changes to the need-based state grant have created challenges for families so this is sure to be a topic in 2017. 
 -          Drop in oil prices have caused a re-evaluation of priorities at all levels of government.  
 -          Perkins close-out has sparked our state bank to start thinking about ways to reach out to students.  NDUS and the Bank of ND have  

◦ partnered up with projects such as ACAC, FAFSA Completion and financial literacy objectives.  We reached out jointly to present a 
middle-income scholarship.  It had quite a bit of interest but did not make the final cut.  

  
   
  



Oklahoma (Irala) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      Oklahoma uses the institutional list to produce pre-populated claim forms for the eligible colleges, universities and technical 
schools.  As long as we can continue to get a list, we will be unaffected.   

 b)      At this point, our biggest concern will be setting a state need-based grant FAFSA filing deadline.  Funds are limited and potentially 
keeping the deadline we have had may over extend our funds if the early filing option is used my a large number of eligible applicants. 

 c)      We worked with the state GEAR UP grant recipient group to manually check students for FAFSA completion.  This involved a relatively 
few schools and students; however, the counselors reported that the information was very helpful.  Because it was a manual process, it 
was time consuming.  It did make us aware of challenges that must be addressed with automating the process. 

   

 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 What are your state’s primary state higher education priorities, opportunities or constraints in general for upcoming year?  Examples may 
include state legislation pending or expected, state budget matters, or priorities or specific areas of interest to your state relative to 
reauthorization of the HEA or other federal legislation pending.   State budget officials are already warning state agencies that the FY2017 
state budget could experience as much as a $1 billion reduction due to declining revenue projections.  Agencies have been advised to 
prepare for budget cuts and to propose methods to operate more efficiently. 

  



Oregon (Susan) 

  1)      FAFSA Changes:  

 a)      In Oregon, our data clearly show that students will enroll in the first Oregon college they list on their FAFSA or a college in the same 
sector. For that reason alone, changing the order would make it difficult for us to continue to project program costs effectively.  It is also 
the case that students must list at least one Oregon college on their FAFSAs to be considered for our state need grant.  We would be 
unable to determine a student’s award amount or grant eligibility without that information.  Such changes would also require our agency 
to make changes to our award processing system at a time when funds for system development are limited.  

 b)     We do not anticipate any significant changes in our awarding process as a result of the move to PPY.  For the 2016-17 academic year, 
we will begin prioritizing state need grant awards based on financial need, so students with the lowest EFCs will be awarded first.  

 c)     Oregon started its FAFSA completion initiative in spring 2014. According to our most recent records, in 2014-15, FAFSA filers at 42 
participating high schools statewide increased by 478 students, an increase of 5 percent overall from the previous year; an even higher 
increase of 17 percent was seen at the seven most active high school sites.  

    



Oregon (2) 

     
 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda:  
 With a recovering economy, Oregon’s Legislative Assembly was able to increase funding for a number of higher education initiatives – 

chief among them a 23% increase in funding for the Oregon Opportunity Grant program, the state’s need-based grant program. The 
legislature passed a number of bills during the 2015 session that will have a direct effect on financial aid programs. Senate Bill 81 created 
a new program, Oregon Promise, which provides grants cover tuition for students who enroll in community college within 6 months of 
completing high school, starting with the class that graduates in Spring 2016. Homeschooled students and GED completers are also 
eligible. Students must accept all federal and state grant aid offered to them, and the Oregon Promise grant will cover remaining tuition 
costs. House Bill 2407 refocused the awarding process for Oregon Opportunity Grants, our state’s need grant program, from awarding on 
a first-come-first-served basis to awarding based on highest financial need. Senate Bill 932 also extended eligibility for Oregon 
Opportunity Grants to students who are not eligible to receive federal financial aid.   

   
 Other bills from the 2015 session in Oregon affect higher education in general: House Bill 2410  allows community colleges to award non-

credit training certificates. House Bill 2525 strengthens the Transfer Student Bill of Rights and Responsibilities and develop research to 
better understand and address student loss of credit upon transfer. House Bill 2645 establishes priority enrollment for veterans at public 
institutions that have existing priority enrollment systems. House Bill 2871 makes open education resources (think free textbooks!) more 
widely available. House Bill 2973 will provide support for schools to develop affordable baccalaureate degrees. House Bill 3516 provides 
additional financial protection for students attending private postsecondary schools that close or experience financial distress. Senate Bill 
418 focuses on increasing accelerated learning options in Oregon.  



Pennsylvania (Chris) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a)  Our grants processing system utilizes the school order to calculate eligibility and send funds to schools.  It also assists in financial 
projections for total grant expenditures.  Masking or altering the order of the schools as the student indicated on the FAFSA will create 
some challenges for PHEAA.   

 b)  The new implementation schedule for the 2017-18 FAFSA requires us to accelerate by three months, all of our current processes, 
communications, and outreach services.  We do not anticipate changing our current application deadline dates, which are as late as 
August 1 for first-time attendees at selected schools.  Policies for managing verification and the reporting of a change of circumstances for 
families are under consideration.  Still unsure of what expectations students and schools have of award estimates and how early these can 
be produced.  The state’s appropriation process prevents the finalization of award amounts until a budget is passed which usually occurs 
the following June. 

 c) Even with a relatively short notice for implementation of the FAFSA Completion Initiative, Pennsylvania was able to offer this service to 
high schools and schools districts in PA for the 2014-15 award year.  We could not provide direct access to affiliated college readiness 
programs since our system is not designed for non-school entities.  We used a pre-existing software program with modifications to 
provide the student information.  However, limited technical resources prevented the program from being ideal for the end user. 

 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 A budget for the 2015-16 fiscal year has not been signed yet by the Governor.  As a result, PHEAA has been unable to finalize or disburse 
student awards for any of its programs.  Major issues confronting the Governor and the General Assembly include pension reform, liquor 
control, taxes on oil and gas drilling, and education funding.  Some estimate that these issues will not be resolved until December.  

  



Rhode Island (Michael) 

 )      FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      Proposed changes do not affect RI programs. 

 b)      No changes required. 

 c)      RI piloted a FAFSA completion initiative with three schools in the Providence public school district.  Whereas the 
district had previously used US Department of Education numbers to determine the rate of FAFSA completion among 
their seniors, partnering with RIHEAA provided a more accurate level of detail.  The district provided RIHEAA with an 
electronic file of their senior class students, and RIHEAA matched the file against the database of ISIRs to determine an 
individual student’s completion status.   

  2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 RI is currently in a period of transition.  Article 7 of the FY 2015 budget legislation signed into law by the governor on July 
1, 2015, eliminated both the RI Higher Education Assistance Authority (RIHEAA) and the centralized need-based RI State 
Grant program.  The functions of RIHEAA were absorbed into the Division of Higher Education Assistance (DHEA) within 
the RI Office of the Postsecondary Commissioner, and the grant program was replaced with a decentralized 
program.  The new grant program is currently being administered by the three RI public postsecondary institutions, with 
negotiations with the state’s private non-profit colleges and universities still in progress. 

   

  



South Carolina Tuition Grants Commission (Katie) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      This change, if implemented, will have an extraordinary impact on our awarding process. We currently award the SC Tuition Grant 
based on the first eligible college listed on the FAFSA, and we have utilized this awarding philosophy for 30+ years to the benefit of our 
students and our agency. It is estimated that over 90% of our applicants are correctly awarded the first time as a result of their preferred 
order. We have always allowed applicants to transfer their grant from one institution to another, but that is a manual process. 
Randomizing or alphabetizing the list for state grant agencies would cause mass confusion and will result in a dramatic increase in transfer 
requests. This causes the applicants to take yet another step to get their grant when it has always been accounted for on the FAFSA in 
prior years. This would complicate the state aid process for thousands of students every year.  

 b)      We have yet to determine if we will need to consider revising our Tuition Grants deadline, which has been June 30th for many years. 
The change will definitely impact our award projection models and will complicate the state budget process for several cycles. We should 
not have any major issues in getting the data earlier and beginning to process applications earlier, but the impact on student eligibility 
remains uncertain. If we end up receiving a much larger pool of eligible applicants, the possibility exists that we may need to reduce grant 
amounts across the board, which would be detrimental. Due to the state legislative cycle, we will not be able to make Tuition Grant 
awards any earlier than we have in the past, but we will be able to begin reviewing applications earlier. We are still discussing other 
anticipated issues, but the main concern is the impact on projection models and how that works with the state budget process.  

 c)      Due to an extreme lack of resources, this initiative is still in the planning process and will be very limited in scope. We are working 
with another state agency who handles the GEAR UP program and are attempting to get FAFSA completion data to their GEAR UP cohort 
with a high school graduation date of 2017. So this project implementation will not begin until next Fall when the 17-18 FAFSA processing 
begins. At that time, it will be a manual process, with the GEAR UP agency providing us a list of their seniors. Our agency will have 
programming in place to cross-reference that list against the FAFSA application data we have received, and we will in turn share the 
application data with the GEAR UP agency.  

  



South Carolina Commission on Higher Education (Karen) 

 FAFSA Changes: 

  a)      This change will not have a major impact on the state scholarships/grants administered by the 
SC Commission on Higher Education (CHE).  However, this change may impact the colleges and 
universities.  

  b)        The federal methodology is  used to   determine eligibility for our aid programs.   

  c)       We plan to participate in the FAFSA completion initiative beginning with a pilot in 2016.  

  State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 What are your state’s primary state higher education priorities, opportunities or constraints in general 
for upcoming year?  Examples may include state legislation pending or expected, state budget 
matters, or priorities or specific areas of interest to your state relative to reauthorization of the HEA 
or other federal legislation pending.  The General Assembly (House Ways and Means Committee and 
Senate Education Committee) is reviewing  the governance of the Commission and considering 
current authorities and possible future or changed authorities of the Commission as they relate to 
higher education.    

  



South Carolina Commission on Higher Education (2) 

 The General Assembly (House Ways and Means Committee and Senate Education Committee) is 
reviewing  the governance of the Commission and considering current authorities and possible 
future or changed authorities of the Commission as they relate to higher education.    

 2015 Legislative Session - See addendum 



Texas (Chad) 

   

 1)      FAFSA Changes: 

 a)      What impact, if any, will the proposed change to the FAFSA have for your state, relative to providing states with the list of the student’s school choices in a random or 
alpha order, rather than in the order listed by the student? No impact 

 b)      What changes, if any, does your state anticipate making as a result of a FAFSA change to use prior, prior year tax data for FAFSA completion? We will be changing our state 
application (for state residents who do not qualify for federal aid) to reflect prior-prior year to mirror the federal change. 

 c)       If your state participated in the FAFSA completion initiative, what challenges and successes did you experience? The largest challenge has been simply getting all of the 
MOU’s executed with the large number of school districts participating.  We are also handling the challenge of non-profits who are not affiliated with schools and thus don’t 
have access to the Counselor suite.  The primary success has been increased awareness of the Counselor Suite.  The MOU process has also allowed the Texas Higher education 
Coordinating Board with increased interaction with the school districts and a mechanism to stay connected. 

   

 2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 What are your state’s primary state higher education priorities, opportunities or constraints in general for upcoming year?  Examples may include state legislation pending or 
expected, state budget matters, or priorities or specific areas of interest to your state relative to reauthorization of the HEA or other federal legislation pending. The 
Coordinating Board recently approved 60x30TX, the state’s strategic plan that will guide higher education policy for the next 15 years.  Goals are focused on attainment, 
completion, marketable skills, and student debt.  Everything that we do is being reassessed in light of the plan to identify how we can best proceed toward success.  Two large 
aid programs (B-On-Time Loan and Top 10% Scholarship) are being phased out over the next few years (they are now in renewal-only mode), so we are examining lessons 
learned and how best to move forward. 

  



Vermont (Marilyn) 

 )      FAFSA Changes: 
 a)      This will make it more difficult for Vermont to project spending for the upcoming year which could result in either over or 

underspending the program. 

 b)     We need to  make some system changes to accommodate the prior prior year data.  However the larger impact for us will be the 
October timeframe that FAFSA becomes available.  In order to continue to fully utilize the link between the FAFSA and the Vermont Grant 
application we need to consider if we bring the app up in October to coincide with the FAFSA.  We are also concerned about the timing of 
meeting with HS Seniors and their families in group settings to provide information and support around the financial aid process. 

 c)      Our successes include getting an intuitive and easily accessed system up and available to our schools in a very short period of 
time.  We have had different challenges over the past two years as we implemented this product.  In the first year we were challenged by 
student name and high school name/code issues.  We have, for the most part, resolved those two issues however for FY ’15 the 
challenges migrated to school behavior, i.e.Despite completing the paperwork to use the tool, many schools have not uploaded their 
student files to our system and are not tracking the completion of FAFSA’s for their students.  FY ’16 we are focused on building stronger, 
clearer outreach initiatives for this process. 

  
  2)      State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
 Money will continue to be an ongoing constraint in Vermont as we remain as one of the states making the lowest investment in higher 

education.  As mentioned above, the October implementation of prior prior and the new start of the FY 18 application cycle will create 
some challenges for us as a bundled agency providing both state grants and TRIO services.  Vermont is looking closely at aspiration and 
retention issues across the State to help address the dwindling number of high school students.  To address these issues VSAC is piloting 
new initiatives to increase student aspiration rates in underperforming high schools; we are about to release a white paper on the 
continuation and retention rates of the Senior Class of 2012 18 months after they graduated from high school; we are leading a group 
that is charged with looking at performance based funding, etc.  

  



Virginia (Lee) 

   

 FAFSA Changes: 

 a)       No impact here in Virginia.  

 b)       Still evaluating but likely no changes needed. 

 c)        Did not participate. 

   

 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 

 Expecting legislation to reform one of our state aid programs to better position it to encourage 
persistence and completion within four years.  On-going discussions on where best to place state 
funds: direct appropriation to institutions to keep tuition lower or directly to student financial 
assistance.     

  



Washington (Rachelle) 

 FAFSA Changes: 
   
 A) As a decentralized state, our agency rarely uses the school information noted on the FAFSA (and as such the order in which it is listed is 

irrelevant). 
    
 B) We anticipate aligning our state application designed for undocumented students, the Washington Application for State Financial Aid 

with the timeframe and availability of the federal application.  We will enhance our “12th Year Campaign” efforts to promote financial aid 
and admissions application filing through statewide events. The FAFSA completion portal will be available year round instead of beginning 
in Jan. 

  
 C) We leveraged a statewide data match with the K-12 organization and districts sign user agreements.  Over 60% of districts are 

participating.  A challenge has been the authorization of non-profit organizations in that they will have to provide a file to our agency for 
matching which creates a new IT feature that will need to be incorporated. 

   
 State’s Higher Education Agenda: 
   
 Higher education was a topic of interest in the last legislative session, leading Washington to be the only state with reduced tuition up to 

20% reduced from 2014-15 to 2016-17.  Sufficient funding was provided to backfill tuition for the institutions and need-based financial aid 
service levels were maintained.  Yet, the state Legislature has been held in contempt of court due to not meeting funding obligations in K-
12. Also, the state’s pre-paid 529 tuition payment program is engaging in a feasibility study, has suspended sales of new units, frozen the 
payout value, and permitted refunds without penalties.   

   

  



West Virginia (Brian) 

 FAFSA Changes: 
  
  a)  We use the first institution because it is a good indicator of the institution the student is attending. It would create more work if we 

receive the schools in alpha or random order and would look to create an electronic process in order for students to report the institution 
they are attending. 

   
 b)  We are looking at changing our entire process. Moving application start dates back to coincide with the FAFSA and looking at our 

deadline dates. We are also looking at possibly trying to award on a rolling basis before we reach our deadline date. 
   
 c) It has been a challenge; we have 43 schools signed up (36%) and 21% (or 7.6% of public high schools in the state) of those who signed 

up utilized the FAFSA Data Share this past year 
    
 State's Higher Education Agenda: 
 What are your state's primary state higher education priorities, opportunities or constraints in general for upcoming year?  Examples may 

include state legislation pending or expected, state budget matters, or priorities or specific areas of interest to your state relative to 
reauthorization of the HEA or other federal legislation pending. 

   
 We have had budget cuts for the last 3 years and it looks like we are still faced with budget cuts for the upcoming year so we are just 

hoping to maintain what we have. The state has implemented a statewide enterprise resource planning technology to manage every state 
agency, including colleges. The system impacts financial, human resources, procurement, and business processes. It is a cookie-cutter 
approach where they are trying to fit everyone into the same system to manage state business. 

   
   
  



Appendix 
  

 Additional response information attached. 



Thank you! 
PLEASE SEND ANY SUGGESTIONS FOR NEXT YEAR’S ROLL CALL 

QUESTIONS TO STEPHANIE.BUTLER@ALASKA.GOV  OR CLANTHA 
MCCURDY AT CMCCURDY@BHE.MASS.EDU. 

mailto:Stephanie.butler@Alaska.gov
mailto:cmccurdy@bhe.mass.edu

